
Testing a Model for Hausa lntonation

tona Llndau

This study reports a test of a formal model of the
relationship bet!ùeen tone and intonation, using Hausa, a

Chadíc language spoken in Nigeria. Thís language has a

relatively sirnple tone system of basically tÌ.ro tones, High

and Low. The language also has a falling tone that can be

analyzed as a combination of a Hígh and a Low, and v¡i11 not
be considered further here (Meyers 1975' cowån and Schuh

1976). fhe qoal of this study is to test a model of
inÈonation by matching actual fundamental frequency curves
with curves generated by rule for Hausa statements and

questions on t\rto different tone Patterns. ft¡e model- is
based on that developed at Lund in Sweden (Gårcting and Bruce

1981, Gårding 1981). TÌ¡e results will also be useful in

speech Êynthesis of Hausa utterances.

Figure I shows a moilel Hausa sentence. The input is a

phonetic transcription with boundaries and tones marked.

The model describes intonation as grids of basel-ines and

toplines. fn this description the grids are stored
lexically as a basic slope for a particular number of
syllables for each type of utterance, and are generated by

rule. Íhe boundary marks, and the Highs and Lo!'/s are

inserted onto the grid lines. Loea1 rules may rnodify the
under]-ying patterns. Ttre last step is to concatenate the

maxima and minima into a smootlt curve.
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Tlte model can be tested by the degree to r¡hich it rrill
account for both tonal and intonational" patterns used in
conmon by different speakers. Àn analysis was made of Hausa
utterances. The data consist of tape recordings from nine
male speakers of Kano Hâusa, recorded in Kano. The speech
materíal was designed to illustrate intonation in statements
and questions in appropriate contexts, and consisted of
sentences on alternating High and Low tones, and on High
tones onl-y. Each tone pattern occurred in a short and a

long version. There v¡ere t\¡ro short basic sentences on High
tones only, "Muudii yaa zoo gidaa" (Muudii came home), and
"Muudii yaa gâ zoomoo" (Muuilii sa\,¡ a hare), and one long
sêntence, "Uwargidan Muudii taa gâ zoomoo bayan gidaanaa"
(Muudii's senior wife sa\.r a hare behind my house) . The

basic Ehort sentence on strictly alternating High and Low
tones wag "Maalam yaa auni leemoo" (The teacher hreighed the
oranges), and the long sentence on this tone pattern 1^ras

"Maalam yaa auni leemoo gaban garinmuu" (The teacher weighed
the oranges ín front of our to\^rn). In addition there \ras
one aentence of Highs and Lows l^¡ith tit¡o adjacent High tones,
"Maal-am yaa raba naamaa", HLHHLHL (The teacher divided the
¡neat). Basic sentences on Low tones only were excluded by
the fact that Hausa does not have any low tone verbs. Ttre

sentences were organized in blocks of one theme. Each block
began with an introductory statement about a given topic;
tÌ¡ere then followed various question versions of the
statement, eaclr followed by a prope.r repIy. This study
examínee a subEet of the dâta, consisting of the
introductory statements, the yes/no guestions, and a
question beginning with the question-rrord "waa..,?" (who?).

fhe sentences lvere read by the speakers for the
recording. Tlte style of speech is fairly for¡nal, but a

non-colloquial style was j.ntended, so as to maximize
contrasts at this exploratory stage of the investigation.
Thê speakers did not alhrays produce the intended prosodic
patterns on each utterance, so the results may refl-ect less
tt¡an nine speakers. T'he number of speakers analyzed is
specified in eaeh case in describing the results.
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Particularly the long sentences v¡ere affected in that some

speakers seemed to prefer breaking them up into smaller
phrases witl. pauses. only the long sentences without such

pauses were included in the analysis.

The recorded material was anal-yzed from narrow band

spectrograms made on a digital spectrograph. Itlide band

spectrograms \rere used to aid in segmentätion and for
durational measurements. The fundamental freguency curves
were trâced from the loth harmonic. One advantage of
tracing pitch on spectrograms is that a pitch curve is
visible even when the intensity drops at the end of an

utterance, or at creaky phonation. Several of the speakers
haci quite creaky phonation, particularly at the end of
utterances.

In order to test the model, meagurements for all
speakers \rere made of the fundamentaÌ frequency at the
beginning points (BEc), the end points (END), and at all
turning points (H,r,) in statements and questions (figure 1).
ftre model predicts that it should be possible to specify
tones in terms of an intonational grid. Àccordingly,
straiqht lines were fitted by eye through the High and Low

turning points to form a grid. Each lÍne was drawn so as to
fit as many maxima and minima as possible in the uÈterance.
Occasional turning points may falI outside the grid, but
they can usually be accounted for by loca1 rules. For

example, in utterances with alternating Highs and Lo\ts the
last High is often lowered, and in the long utterances on

alternating Highs and Lo\ts the penultimate High is often
raised. In yes/no quest.ions the last High is always
considerably raised and is considered to be outside the
grid. Ttre rates of slope of these grid lines were measured

and calculated in ? per second. In addition the total
duration for each statement and corresponding yes/no
question was measured.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Consider the statements first. Figure 2 sÌ¡ows one

speaker's pitch curves of three statements with ilifferent
tone patterns ancl lengths. In the utterances with
alternating Highs and Loqts the two grid lines are be in a

fairly constant relatíonship to each other throughout the
utterances, so it is possible to derive one line from the
other. As there are no sentences on Low tones only, the
topline is t.aken as basic, and the bottom line as derived.

short long

H only 13.8e (4.48)
n=I8
v=32.3 t

32.71 (13.28)
n=7

v=40.6 t

7.86 (2. eI )

n=7

v=37 t

L6.29 (2.9A1
n=7

v=I8.3 t

HL

HLHHLHL 28.75 (6.6e)
n=8

v=23.3 t

Table I

Mean slopes in t per second with stand'ard.deviations.
v = coefficient of variation (So/x).

Tlle statement intonation describes a dot^tnvrard slope, even in
utterances on High tones only. The parameters that need to
be aet in order to generate Pitch curves for statements
include:

t. the slope of the topline for short and long
sentences
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2, the frequency of the first High

Table I shows the mean t per second rate of slope rtith
standard deviations of the top line slopes. T}re different
means show that the slope is affected by both sentence
length and tone patterns. The longer sentences have a

slower rate of descent of the topline, and paired t-tests
sho\,r that the differences bet\¡reen short and 10ng sentences
are significant (p<0. O01 ) . As the data only include two
sentence tengths for each tone pattern, the precise
relationship between sentence length and topline slope
cannot be determined here. Very approximately for these
data, doubling the number of syllables will halve the rate
of the slope. Sentence Length will thus have to be part of
the specification of the topline. Tlxe rate of slope also
varies with different tonê päti-êrns. Ttle utt-êrances with
alternating Highs and Lows have about twice as steep a slope
as those with Highs only in utterances of comparable length.
Paired t-tests shovt that the differences in slope between

utterènces with different tone patterns are significant
(p<0.00I ). T'he slope of the utterance on the HLHHLHL

pattern v¡ith t\rro adjacent Highs is also significantly
different from tlat of the strictly alternating sentence
(p<0,05). The downward stope in statements with alternating
Highs and Lows is wellknown as Downdrift, a Phenomenon w}'ere

Highs and Lows are lower than in other positions. Downdrift
tras sometímes been regarded as an intonational phenomenon

(e.9. Hombert 1974, Ladefoged 1975, Meyers 1976), sometimes

as an effect of local- tone assimilations of Highs to
preceding Lows (Abraham 1941, Hyman and Schuh L974). Both
views are partly correct. The dohtnt¡¡ard slope in the
sentences on High tones only can of course not be an effect
of local tone assimilations, but must be considered to be a

global statement intonation. TtIe much steeper slope in the
sentences v¡ith al,ternatíng High and Low tones is here
interpreted as an effect of combining the global statement
intonation from Highs only with a fairly slow rate of slope
with local tone assimifation rules that lower llighs
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following LoÌ¡¡s substantially. This view is supported by the
fact that in the sentence with two adjacent Highs in the
¡nidd le ( "Maatam yaa raba naamaa " ) , where only t\^'o Highs
follow Lows, the slope is less than in the strictty
alternating "Maal-am yaa auni leemoo", where three Highs
follow Lo\.rs. Tt¡e more Lovr-High sequences there are, the
st.eeper the slope becomes. In this view thên, Hausa has
both a global statement intonation with the slope of that on
High tones only, and local tone assimilations that will
change the slope depending on the number of Low-High
sequences in the derivation of the final slope. The final
slope can be described as an effect of both an almost
universal downward slope in statement intonations, and more
language specific ¡nodification of that declination.

fhe topline thus varies with sentence length and tone
patterns. It doês noÈ seem to be predictable from any other
parameter. It is possible thät the slope could depend on
the frequency of some point at the beginning or end of the
utterance. But in these data there is no significant
correlation bethreen the slope, on the one hand, and the
beginning or endpoints, or the initial or final Highs, on
the otl.er. The topline slope in statement intonation is a

parameter that functions like a primÍtive. Barring a more
precise knowledge of the relationship betvreen sentence
length and slope, it has to be set for each length in
generating pitch curves.

The topline häs to be anchored at some point,
presunably at the beginning or end of a statement. paired
t-tests were used to determine which point differed least
betvreen the various tl4)ea of stätements. The first High was
the only point that showed nonsignificant differences
betqreen moat sentences of different tone patterns and
different lengths. In the relatively few cases where the
first High tlidl differ between sentences, the difference was
in the direction of this point being higher for longer
sentences thän for shorter sentences. The first High is
also the point with the smallest coefficient of variation
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for different types of sentences within speakers. The first
High will thus be used as a further set vâlue to anchor the
topline.

This is a different situation than in Swedish and in
English, where the first High is higber the longer the

utterances are (Bruce 1982, Pierrehumbert I98O). T'he end

point tends to be invariant, as wefl, so the sl-ope in Ètrese

Ianguages is in a sense a functíon of these two points. In
Hausa, however, the first High' as well as tlte starting
point (BEG), are points that, q¡ithin a speaker, show very
little variation. It remains an open question hovt tyPical
the differing results for Hausa are in this respect. It is
possible that the differences in the behaviour of the first
High could be an effect of different tyPe of speakers rather
than a language difference' Many studies of irrtonation Ïiave

used speakers that are highly trained in the task of reading
in front of a microphone, while the speakers used in this
study \¡rere not used to this.

Within each tl4)e of statement there is a great deal of
variation between speakers in the topline slope, as

evidenced by the fairly large standard deviations in table
I. Although a speaker will vary the topline slope with
sentence length and tone patterns, the precise amount of

stope appears to be idiosyncratic. T}re variation between

speakers is not correlated with the speakers' mean

fundamental freguency or range. In generating the grid for
a statement, the mean sJ.ope will be taken to represent a

tlrpical speaker.

In the sentence with alternatj-ng Highs and Lows

speakers also vary to some extent in their range' This
variation probably refLects a non-linguistic factor of the
attitude of the speaker. An involved speaker usês a larger
range than a detached speaker (Hadding-Koch I96L, Bruce

1982). Tl:le range can be expressed as the mean rätio between

Hiqhs and following Lows throughout thê utÈerance. Speakers

tend to keep this ratio fairly constant ttrroughout an
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utterance. The mean ratio betrireen Highs and following Lor,vs

for the short "Maalam yaa auní leemoo." is I.25 (sD=O.05,

n=7 ), and for the longer "Maala¡n yaa auni leemoo gaban

garinrnuu." this rnean ratio is I.2 (So=0.06, n=5). The mean

ratÍo will be used in deriving the bottom line from the
topline in the grÍd.

The tining of turning points in the fundamental
frequency curve Ín relation to the segmental structure of
the utterance is aleo a necessary part of the specification.
In sentences with al"ternating Highs and Lows there is a

atrong tendency for the turning points to occur right at the
syllable boundaries. In sequences wíth open syllabtes, like
CV\¡-CW, and CV-CW the turníng point coincides with the V-C

boundary, but in sequencee with closed syllablea, CVC-CW,
the turnl,ng point occura in the ¡niddle of the double
conËonant. The fundamental frequency curve associated with
a Hlgh tone eyllable will thus describe a movement towards a

maxi¡num during the syllable, and reacÌ¡ its maximum at the
border to the next syllable. Similarly, the fundamental
frequency curve asaociated u¡Íth a Iow tone syllable will
reach its minimrln at the very end of the syllable. ÎÌre
turning points in the fundamental frequency curve tÌ¡us serve
aB a phonetic correlate to eyllable boundaries. Ttris
pattern in the timing of the turning polnts ie not much

l"nfluenced by position in the sentence, but it is relativel-y
atable throughout an utterance.

Figure 3 EÌ¡ows how a pitch curve for the High/Low
sentence "Maalam yaa auni leemoo" can be generatêd.

Etæ!, aet the duratLon for the given number of
Eyltables (here, the aeven syllables tèke an average of 13O

centiseconds). Set the value for the first High (the
average speaker's value is 160 Herz). Construct the
intonational grid, anchored on an arbitrary
(speaker-epecific) value for thê first High. The basic
topllne slope for a statement of this length is taken to be
the slope for High tones only, about 14t per second.
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Construct the bottom line as a ratio (here 1.25) of the
topline. Secondly, insert start and end points. As a

convention, every statement begins and ends with the pitch
for a Lovr, even if the first (or last) tone is a High to (or

from) which the pitch must iÍunediately rise (or fall).
Third]y, insert High and Low tones on the grid lines. Ïrhe

Highs and Lows will constitute turning points on the grid
Iines. A1í9n the sentence so that the Highs and Lo\"/s occur
at the syllable boundaries. The fourth step involves
apptying the tone assimilation rules and this will result in
a steeper slope, the more Low-High sequences the sentence

Ìras. For this sentence tÌÌe rate increases from about I4t
per second to 33t per second. At this stage optional rules
may apply that move specific tones away from the grid lines.
fhese are processes that are found for some speakers. They

include lowering the final High tone when it occurs after a

Low, raising a Low after thê first High, and raising a

penultimate High in longer sentences. Lastly, concatenate
a1l- the turning points into a smooth curve. For these

simple statements the resulting pitch curve approximates tÌìe
curves in the data wel"l.

Now the intonation in guestíons can be considered ' In

Hausa, yes/no guestions are signalled by íntonational means'

not by syntactic, or morphological means. Cowan and Schuh

(1976), and Míller and Tench (1980) cÌ¡aracterize this t)æe

of question intonation as similar to intonation in

statements but with less of a slope, and a loca1 rise of the
final High. Nevùman and Newman ( f98f ) posit a separate
question morpheme at the end of all guestions ' This

morpheme consísts of a Low tone with length. Short final
vowels lengthen in questions. fhe low tone is justified by

a claim that in guestions the final raised High is followed
by a fall.

[rpical funtlamental frequency curves of yes/no
questions are illustrated in figure 4. The salient features
of yes/no questions are a suspension of the statement

downward slope to zero slope, and a considerably raised
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pitch of the l-ast High tone. Yes/no questions on High tones
never exhibit any dolvtìÍrard slope, and in the questions with
alternating Hígh and Lor^¡ tones only tv¡o out of nine speakers
fo11ow the pattern described in the references with somevrhat

of a downward slope of the grid before the finat raised
High. Íhe rest hâve zero slope. Tlte vridth of the grid is
not significantly different from that in statements. Ihe
frequency of the first High tone does not differ
significantlybetween statements and corresponding yes/no
questions, so Hausa questions are not characterized by a

raised regiater, as questions may be in other languages, for
example in Sryedish (Hadding-Koch 1961, Gårdíng 1979,
Bredvad-ilensen L983 ) .

The raised last High is sometimes, but not always
followed by a fall. Figure 5 shows the fundamental
frequency curves of the last two sytlables of all the
speakers superimposed for each yes/no guestion. Unbroken
lines indicate a final ríse that is not followed by a fall,
and daahêd lines indicate a rise that is followed by a fall.
Many speakers do not end a yes/no questions with a fall. fn
fact, even when the laat syllable is on a Low tone, as in
the utterances ending vrith "...naamaa?", three of the nine
speakere do not endl in a fall. A final Lotr tone question
morpheme is not part of a general pattern in the yes/no
questíons. fhe final falls that do occur can be viewed as
instances of the general convention of starting and ending
lovr¡, rather than as a manifestation of an abstract lotv tone
question morpÌ¡eme.

In addition, statements and corresponding yes/no
questions differ significantly ín total duration, The
guestions are about 10t shorter than the corresponding
statements. Thê difference ie due to an overall shortening
of the question utterance as compared to the statemênt, not
to shortening of any particular part of the utterance. This
shortening is not found in atl languages, for example not in
cerman (Bannert 1983). ff it ís tanguage specific, this
tl4re of overall shortening will have to be part of the rules
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for question formation in Hausa

Figure 6 shows how a yes/no question "Maalam yaa auni
leemoo?" can be generated. First, set the duration of the
question at 1Ot less than the corresponding statement (here

= II7 csec.). Construct the grid with zero slope, anchored
on the first High as for statements. Secondly, insert a 1ow

starting point, and optionally a low endpoint. Third1y,
insert the tones, and fourthl raise the last High tone
The amount of increase of the last High varies considerably,
but is typically around 5-lOB. Lastly, concatenate the
turning points into a smooth curve.

[rpical pitch patterns of question word guestions are
illustrated in figure 7. They display characteristícs that
place them as something betv¡een the pitch patterns in
statements and yes/no questions. A question-word question
of a sentence \^¡ith alternating High and Low tones will have

a downward slope, but it is significantly less than that in
statements. The mean slope of "Vrlaa ya auni leemoo?" is 23*
per second (SO=:. f, n=8 ) . But "waa"-questions of the
basically High tone sentences have a zero slope, just like
the yes/no questions. AIso like the yes/no questions the
tast High tone may be raised, but only for th¡o out of the
nine speakers. Mostly the last High tone is not raised.
There is however always a fall after the final High tone.
This fall is most sinply accounted for by assuming it to be

part of the generat convention of starting and endíng Low.

STJMMARY

The íntonation of simple sentences in Hausa can be

represented as grids of (near)paralleI lines. The rate of
slope of the grid is at least related to sentence tyPe
(statement and question), sentence Iength, and tone pattern.
Pitch curves are generated by rules from underlying grids.
The base form of a grid is a topline from which the bottom
Iíne is derived as a ratio. The topline is anchored on the
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first High tone. T'lxe slope of the base intonational grid is
that whích appears from High tones only, when there is no

influence from tonal aseimilations. AtI questions are
specified with zero slope, and statements v¡ith a slope that
depends on the length of the sentence. In this study only
Lwo slopes appear as base toplines, one for short, and one

for long sentences, but obviously a function can be worked

out from more data on different sentence lengths. Lexical
tones and boundary marks arê mapped onto the grid lines. In
sentences with alternating High and Low tones assimilatory
processes apply that lo\rer Highs following Lows, so that the
slope of the grid becomea steePer, thus claiming that
downdrift ie ân effect of both intonation and tonal
assimilations. These assimilations apply in statements and

question-word quegtions, but not usually in yes/no
questions. Local tone rules may move tones avtay from the
grid lines. tastly, a amooth curve is generated through the
boundaries and tones. Àt least for the simple sentences
dêalt with above, the reaulting pitch curves apProximate the
däta hrell.
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À model Hausa utterance.
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Firture 2

Pitch curves of statements on different tone patterns and
different lençlths of one speaker.
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Flgure 3

RuIeE for generatlng the Pltch curve associatedl wlth a
sentence on alternating lligh and Low tones.
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Flgure I
Pltch curves of yeslno queetlons on dlfferent tone lratternËof one speaker.
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Figure 5

Pitch curves of the last two syllables in four questions
for I or nj,ne speakers. 
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Figure 6

Rules for generating the Pitch- curve-associated with a yes-
no questio; on alternating High and Low tones'
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FJ.gure 7
Pitch curves of question-word questions on different. tone
patterns of one speaker.
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